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Cube root extraction in medieval mathematics 3391. Introduction
In this paper, I will compare algorithms used for the extraction of cube roots in Chinese,
Arabic,1 and medieval European mathematics from the 11th to the 14th century. Earlier
studies by Luckey [1948] and Chemla [1994] have shown that one can distinguish two dis-
tinct main streams, one in China and the eastern parts of the Arabic regions, and one in the
central and western Arabic regions, and later also in Europe. This study aims at giving a
detailed analysis of these two traditions. The former turns out to be homogenous, with very
small variations in the technique. In contrast to this, the latter shows a large variation in the
structure of the algorithms, within which the European algorismus tradition turns out to
show some specific features.
When analyzing the algorithms, I will distinguish between what I call the deep structure
and the surface structure of the algorithm (these terms have been introduced in a rather
different connection by Chomsky). The deep structure comprises a sequence of instructions,
corresponding to performing algebraic operations, and storing in and reading from the
memory. One important aspect of deep structure is the degree of nonredundancy,
i.e., how the algorithm carries information from one step to the next, avoiding repetition
of operations. The algebraic parts of the deep structure may be interpreted in terms of
the mathematical language of today. It should be noted, however, that the transcription
into modern algebraic language sometimes may tell too much and sometimes too little
(e.g., different sequences of manipulations on the counting surface might be interpreted
by the same algebraic formula).
The memory could be various kinds of counting surfaces on which numbers were laid
out (with rods or stones) or written down. But we also find “read-only” memories in the
form of tables (e.g., sexagesimal multiplication tables).
One might say that the deep structure is part of the mathematical grammar. It is univer-
sal in character, and we often find the same structure in techniques from different times and
cultures. In the history of mathematics, focus has often been laid on the deep structure,
above all on the algebraic structure; the use of memory is more rarely analyzed.
The surface structure includes the kind of medium used as a memory and the way the
numbers that occur in the computations are written (or “laid out”) in, or erased from,
the memory. The way the algorithm is described in the primary sources should also be
included in the surface structure. Chemla [1994, 209] puts heavy stress on these features:
“there are similarities and differences in the way of recounting an algorithm, and in the
manner in which it sets the numbers on a surface. These similarities can often indicate
historical connections more precisely than a modern translation.” It is worth pointing
out that the deep structure might sometimes be dependent on the surface structure; if the
memory is limited (e.g., if you use mental memory only), this will affect the possible
methods of calculation considerably.
2. Preliminaries
The extraction of higher roots in Arabic mathematics was first studied by Luckey
[1948]. His paper focuses on the work of Jamshıd al-Kashı from 1427, The Key to1 I use the term “Arabic mathematics” instead of the alternative “Islamic mathematics,” since the
main language of the mathematical works was Arabic (even though some of the mathematicians
mentioned here were non-Arabs).
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number and the sixth root of a sexagesimal number and also gives a few more exam-
ples, leaving the details to the reader. In his analysis of the algorithm, Luckey compares
it with considerably later works by Ruffini [1804] and Horner [1819] and finds that “The
comparison shows that K. [al-Kashı] calculates after the Ruffini–Horner method.
All numbers in his tables are also found in another order in the modern scheme,
and in both patterns all numbers are created in the same order and by the same com-
putations” [transl. from Luckey, 1948, 244]. In his paper, Luckey also considers
the extraction of the cube root by al-Nasawı (11th century), and draws the conclu-
sion that the Ruffini–Horner method is present in this case as well; “K. [al-Kashı]
is, as a whole, close to the 400 years older N. [al-Nasawı], in the use of mathe-
matical terms and even in the words used in his text” [transl. from Luckey, 1948, 252].
As a contrast, when Luckey describes the techniques used by Indian and medieval Euro-
pean mathematicians to extract the cube root (roots of higher order are not found with
them), he finds another method used exclusively, which he characterizes as following “the
complete binomial theorem,” i.e., using all the terms of the formula (a + b)3 = a3 +
3a2b + 3ab2 + b3 separately in the calculations. Luckey discusses, in particular, the works
Liber abbaci by Leonardo Pisano and other 13th- and 14th-century works by, among oth-
ers, Sacrobosco and Levi ben Gerson (Gersonides).
Since Luckey, more Arabic works have been published that use methods related to
those of al-Nasawıand al-Kashı. The work of Kushyar ibn Labban, Principles of Hindu
Reckoning (Kitab fıUs: ul h: isab al-hind), was known already to Luckey and was published
in English translation by Levey and Petruck [1965]. Other works by Ibn Ibrahım al-
Uqlıdisı [Saidan, 1978], Ibn T: ahir al-Baghdadı [Saidan, 1985], and Nas: ır al-Dın al-T: usı
[Saidan, 1967], all treating extraction of the cube root, were edited and/or translated after
Luckey’s time.
The generalization of the algorithm to higher roots has been shown to have been known
already in the 12th century by al-Samaw’al al-Maghribı [Rashed, 1978] and also by Nas: ır
al-Dın al-T: usı in the 13th century [Saidan, 1967].
The possible Chinese influence, assumed already by Luckey, was brought forward
further by Chemla [1994], who analyzed the techniques used in the Nine Chapters on
the Mathematical Art (probably completed in the first century B.C.) and by Zhang
Qiujian (fifth century A.D.) and Jia Xian (11th century), comparing these with the tech-
niques used by Kushyar ibn Labban, al-Samaw’al and al-Kashı. Chemla points out the
great similarities between the algorithms used by these authors and emphasizes the essen-
tial difference between these algorithms and the techniques used in Indian mathematics
and by other Arabic authors, such as al-Uqlıdisı. In this article, I have added the works
of Ibn T: ahir and al-T: usı to the former group and, as a contrast, I have analyzed a
selection of representative works from the western Arabic regions and from medieval
European mathematics.
In all algorithms discussed here, numbers are written in a positional system, to base ten
or sixty. In some cases, the calculations might be purely mental, but normally some kind
of external memory is also used: numbers may be written or laid out in a number of rows
on a board (allowing erasing techniques) or written on paper. The cube root is then deter-
mined one digit at a time, starting with the highest digit, creating a sequence of approx-
imations from below, which Luckey [1948, 226] called the “Methode der sukzessiven
Stellenbestimmung.”
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fourth, seventh places and so forth I here call cube places. The number of cube places equals
the number of digits of the cube root. For example (from Leonardo Pisano), given the num-
ber N = 9 876 543, the cube places are situated at the digits 3, 6 and 9, so the cube root is a
three-digit number. It will also be convenient to speak of periods of digits; by those I mean
the groups of three digits from one cube place to (but not including) the next cube place to
the left. In our example, N = 9 876 543, the periods are 9, 876, and 543.
Then the cube root is approximated, starting with the highest digit. The largest number a
should be found such that (100 a)3 is smaller than or equal to the given number. In the cal-
culations, this corresponds to finding the largest number a such that a3 is less than or equal
to 9 (i.e., a = 2). The number 100 a (in this example 200) is the first approximation of the
cube root.
Now, the cube (100a)3 should be subtracted from the given number (in practice, a3 is sub-
tracted from the leftmost period of digits). The remainder is N  (100a)3 = 1 876 543.
These steps are repeated in order to determine the second digit of the root: the largest
number b should be found such that (100a + 10b)3 is smaller than or equal to N (in our
example, b = 1). Since (100a)3 has already been subtracted from N, subtracting
3  (100a)2 10b, 3  (100a)  (10b)2 and (10b)3 eliminates the completed cube (100a + 10b)3
from the given number, and gives the second remainder, N  (100a + 10b)3 = 615 543. In
this step, the algebraic operations and the way the results are written down vary consider-
ably between the algorithms; this will be discussed in detail later. The second approxima-
tion of the cube root is thus 210.
In some algorithms, there follow a number of preparatory steps for the next sequence of
operations. These result in the numbers 3  (100a + 10b)2 and/or 3  (100a + 10b), which are
used in finding the next digit (in our example, c = 4) and in the following computations,
completing and subtracting the cube.
This gives the third approximation of the root, 214. The third remainder will be 76 199
and in this example the computations are interrupted here (incidentally they may be carried
on in order to estimate the fractional part of the root, but this subject will not be discussed
here).
We may summarize the procedure thus:
After an introductory phase, in which the digits of the given number are counted, there are
three recurring stages in the algorithms:
– finding the next digit of the cube root;
– completing and subtracting the cube;
– preparing the next sequence of operations.
I will denote these stages by [f], [c], and [p] respectively, and the operations prescribed by the
algorithms will be presented as operations on the rows on the counting surface. For exam-
ple, R3 ! a R4 + R3 means that the third row should be replaced by the fourth row,
multiplied by a, and added to the original third row. Since different sequences of operations
may result in the same algebraic expression, this manner of representation gives a more
faithful description of the original process. In my descriptions of the algorithms I have been
inspired by the work of Imhausen [2003] and have tried to make a compromise between
being faithful to the original and giving a reasonably simple representation.
In some cases, I will also display the configurations of numbers that occur on the
counting surface during the computations. In particular, I want to emphasize the impor-
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that we find, in my opinion, the most striking difference between the two main groups
of algorithms mentioned above. As to the algorithms used in Chinese and eastern
Arabic sources, I will give a detailed comparison of the various steps of the algorithms
in order to exhibit the high degree of correspondence. This degree of detail is not
needed for the western group of algorithms, since the large variation within this group
is more obvious.
3. The Chinese–Persian group of algorithms
3.1. A Chinese algorithm from the 11th century
The oldest description of the extraction of cube roots is found in China, in the classical
work the Nine Chapters on the Mathematical Art (Jiuzhang suanshu) (Chinese edition and
French translation by Chemla and Guo [2004]; English translation by Shen et al. [1999]).
The operations were performed on a counting surface using counting rods. Square root
extraction was described as well. The algorithm is analyzed in several works [Shen et al.,
1999, 214–223; Chemla and Guo, 2004, 322–335, 371–379; and others] and there is no need
to go into further detail here. Instead, we have a closer look at the methods used a thousand
years later.
Following Chemla [1994], I present an analysis of an algorithm by Jia Xian from the
early 11th century. In his work, quoted a few hundred years later by Yang Hui (1261),
Jia gives two methods for cube root extraction (and one fourth-root extraction as well).
I present the major part of one of these methods, which has striking similarities to contem-
porary and later Arabic works from the eastern Arabic regions, as will be discussed later.
For a complete description of the algorithm, the reader may consult Chemla’s paper [1994,
221–230, 259–261].
Like earlier Chinese works, Jia Xian uses five rows in the computations. The first three of
them play the same role as in the Nine Chapters. The fourth and fifth rows, however, each
have a specific role to play here.
R1 quotient. This is the top row, and here the cube root is emerging. I have found no expli-
cit remarks as to how far to the right in the upper row the digits are to be placed, but I
follow Chemla’s interpretation, according to which each digit is placed in the column
corresponding to its order of magnitude, in analogy with the procedure used in long
division. (Another possible interpretation is placing the successive digits of the cube
roots at the cube places. This alternative was preferred later by mathematicians in
the Persian area.)
R2 dividend. This is the row where the number whose root is to be extracted is laid out. It
plays the same role as the row of the dividend in division.
R3 square. The row under the dividend corresponds to the row of the divisor in the
division algorithm. At the digit-finding stage of the algorithm, this row contains the
term representing three times the square of the preliminary root.
R4 side. At the digit-finding stage, this row contains the term representing three times the
preliminary root.
R5 lower divisor. Here we find a single rod, which is initially moved to the cube place
furthest to the left. It has a double function, serving as a place holder as well as
denoting a unit.
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rod is placed in the lowest row, R5, and is moved to the cube place furthest to the left.
The initial instructions [Chemla, 1994, 257] are essentially the same as earlier in the
Nine Chapters:Put the number-product as dividend;
moreover, put a counting rod, which is named lower divisor, under the number dividend;
from its end to its beginning, constantly jumping two places.In order to illustrate the following computations I apply Jia’s rule to the example given in
the Nine Chapters, the cube root of 1 860 867, and show the configurations on the counting
surface during the operations. The given number has three cube places and the rod in R5
will accordingly be moved so that it corresponds to the value 1 106. Now, the first digit
of the cube root will be found, and its cube subtracted from the given number. Jia’s further
instructions are, following Chemla [1994, 260]:
[f] Put the first digit which is obtained in the quotient which is above the dividend.R1 ! a Comment: The digit a is placed in the first row, on the third place
from the right (since the given number in this example has three cube
places). It corresponds to the value a 102.[c1] With the quotient above, multiply the lower divisor and put it as side [or: add to the side];R4 ! a  R5 þ R4
[c2] multiply the side, which makes the square [or: and add to the square];R3 ! a R4 + R3 1 100a
1 8 6 0 8 6 7 N
1 a2 106
1 a 106
1 1 106[c3] eliminate from the dividend.R2 ! R2  a R3 1 100a
8 6 0 8 6 7 N  (100a)31 a2 106
1 a 106
1 1 106The text within square brackets in steps [f] and [c2] is used in the determination of the
second and third digits. The numbers in the three top rows are the same as in the Nine
Chapters, a thousand years earlier.
Now comes the preparation for determining the next digit of the root. Again, the three
top rows develop in the same way as earlier in the Nine Chapters, and the final configura-
tion is the same, but the computation makes use of successive additions where the
algorithm in the Nine Chapters simply multiplies by three.
[p1] When this is over, then with the quotient above, multiply the lower divisor and add to the
side;
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0
2
0
2a
(a! a 1 + a = 2a) 1 6 0 8 6 7 N  (100a)31 a2 1062 2a 106
1 1  061[p2] multiply the side, and add to the square;R3 ! a R4 + R3 1 10 a
(a2 ! a 2a + a2 = 3a2) 8 6 0 8 6 7 N  (100a)33 3a 106
2 2a 106
1 1  061[p3] again, multiply the lower divisor, and add to the side.R4 ! a R5 + R4 1 10 a
(2a! a + 2a = 3a) 8 6 0 8 6 7 N  (100a)33 3a 106
3 3a 106
1 1  061[p4] Move backwards the square once, the side twice, the lower three times.Move R3 one step to the right, 1 100a
R4 two steps and R5 three steps. 8 6 0 8 6 7 N  (100a)33 3  (10a)2 103
3 3 10a 1031 1 103The instructions for computing the second and third digit of the cube root are slight
adaptations of steps c1 – c3 and steps p1 – p4 (the latter is not necessary for the last digit).
The computations involving the second digit, b = 2, will give the following results:[c1] R4 ! b R5 + R4 1 2 100a + 10b
8 6 0 8 6 7 N  (100a)3
3 3  (10a)2 1033 2 (b + 3 10a) 103
1 1 103[c2] R3 ! b R4 + R3 1 2 100a + 10b
8 6 0 8 6 7 N  (100a)3
3 6 4 (b  (b + 3 10a) + 3  (10a)2) 1033 2 (b + 3 10a) 103
1 1 103[c3] R ! R  b R 1 2 100a + 10b2 2 3
1 3 2 8 6 7 N  (100a + 10b)3
3 6 4 (b  (b + 3 10a) + 3  (10a)2) 1033 2 (b + 3 10a) 103
1 1 103
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tracted from the given number. Finally, the preparations for computing the next digit of
the root are carried out:[p1] R4 ! b R5 + R4 1 2 100a + 10b
1 3 2 8 6 7 N  (100a + 10b)3
3 6 4 (b  (b + 3 10a) + 3  (10a)2) 1033 4 (2b + 3 10a) 103
1 1 103[p2] R3 ! b R4 + R3 1 2 100a + 10b
1 3 2 8 6 7 N  (100a + 10b)3
4 3 2 3  (10a + b)2 1033 4 (2b + 3 10a) 103
1 1 103[p3] R4 ! b R5 + R4 1 2 100a + 10b
1 3 2 8 6 7 N  (100a + 10b)3
4 3 2 3  (10a + b)2 1033 6 3  (10a + b) 103
1 1 103[p4] Move R3 one step to the right, 1 2 100a + 10b
R4 two steps and R5 three steps. 1 3 2 8 6 7 N  (100a + 10b)34 3 2 3  (100a + 10b)2
3 6 3  (100a + 10b)1 1As shown by Chemla [1994], there is a continuity from the Nine Chapters to Jia Xian’s
algorithms. The most striking common feature is, in my opinion, the role played by the
third row. The terms necessary to complete the cube are added there, and when the com-
pleted cube has been subtracted, further terms are added in order to obtain the triple-square
3a2 (where a is the found root). This term is then used in the computations that follow the
finding of the next digit of the root, in order to complete the new cube. Although the han-
dling of the fourth and fifth rows differs significantly from that of the Nine Chapters, the
three upper rows change in exactly the same manner in these algorithms. In the other exam-
ples presented by Chemla in her article [1994], the completion of the cube is handled in a
different manner but the manipulations of the third row still aim at obtaining the term
3a2. The prominent role played by 3a2 is, I think, a consequence of the fact that the succes-
sive digits of the cube root were found by dividing by 3a2.
The most obvious difference between the algorithm of Jia Xian treated here and the algo-
rithm in the Nine Chapters is the use of the fourth and fifth row. These rows used to be
cleared before the start of the computation of the next digit. Now the term 3a remains
in the fourth row, thus avoiding a redundant multiplication by three, a! 3 a, when com-
pleting the next cube.
Jia Xian’s algorithm also differs from the Nine Chapters in surface structure. In her anal-
ysis, Chemla [1994, 223–225] stresses the homogeneity of the instructions of the algorithm
and the generalization of the technique to higher roots. Depending on the number of rows
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the square root (using four rows) or roots of higher order (using (n + 2) rows for the extrac-
tion of the n:th root).
Compared to the Nine Chapters, Jia Xian’s algorithm uses more steps (additions) in the
preparatory stage. Some multiplications are replaced by repeated additions. The difference
in the number of elementary arithmetic operations that are needed, compared to the
method in the Nine Chapters is, however, rather small.
3.2. Algorithms in the Persian area
The earliest known work in Arabic that treats the extraction of cube roots was written by
al-Uqlıdisıin Damascus in the middle of the 10th century. This work will be discussed later.
In this section, I will analyze a group of algorithms from the early 11th century that treat
cube root extraction in the same manner as in Chinese mathematics. The works in which
these methods appear, roughly contemporary with Jia Xian, are Principles of Hindu
Reckoning (Kitab fıUs: ul h: isab al-hind) written c. 1000 by the Persian Kushyar ibn Labban,
The Sufficient on Hindu Calculation (al-Muqni‘ fıal-h: isab al-hindı) by ‘Alı ibn Ah: mad al-
Nasawı (text written before 1030 [Saidan, 1985, 21]) and The Completion of Arithmetic
(al-Takmila fıal-h: isab) by ‘Abd al-Qahir ibn T: ahir al-Baghdadı, in time between Kushyar
and al-Nasawı. Kushyar’s work was translated into English by Levey and Petruck [1965],
al-Nasawı’s text on the cube root was translated into German by Luckey [1948], and the
work by Ibn T: ahir, finally, was edited by Saidan [1985]. All these works describe an algo-
rithm for use on the dust board.
The methods used in cube root extraction as described in these works have an obvious
common feature: Like Jia Xian’s algorithm, they all keep the terms 3a2 and 3a (where a is
the root determined so far) in the memory, i.e., on the dust board, to be used when the next
digit of the root is to be found. I will perform a detailed analysis of the algebraic operations
in the instructions of the algorithms, which will reveal a high degree of homogeneity within
this group, including Jia Xian.
The operations with Hindu numerals for carrying out addition, subtraction, and multi-
plication on the board are quite analogous to those performed with the Chinese counting
rods. These techniques (and square root extraction as well) were obtained by Arabic mathe-
matics from India, as the term h: isab al-hind, “Hindu reckoning,” makes clear. Al-Nasawı
worked in Iran and was taught by Kushyar, and their accounts of the cube root are very
similar to one another. Ibn T: ahir was born in Baghdad but also worked in northeastern
Iran. Since the three mathematicians all worked within a narrow time interval and in a
rather limited geographical area and, as I intend to show below, present very similar meth-
ods for root extraction, I assume that they represent a common mathematical tradition,
possibly with contacts with contemporary Chinese mathematics.
Ibn T: ahir’s treatment is the most elaborated of the three. It starts with describing the
main algorithm for extraction of a perfect (“spoken,” munt:aq) cube root, and then gives
a second version, differing somewhat from the first. After that, he treats imperfect (“deaf,”
“dumb,” as: amm) cube roots, and finally introduces the “extraction of the cube root with
zeros.” Here I present Ibn T: ahir’s first version of the algorithm, translated from Saidan
[1985, 85–87]. His text follows the general pattern in Arabic text books of that time: First
comes a general description, then a numerical example with the operations described in
complete detail.
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operations are done in the same manner as in India and China, operating one digit at a time
when adding, subtracting, and so forth. The limited space of the board is handled by erasing
partial results that are not needed for the further computations (in China this was done by
taking away counting rods).Example: We want the cube root of forty-one million sixty-three thousand six hundred
and twenty-five, so we write it down with this figure: 4 1 0 6 3 6 2 5.
Then we say “cube root” at one place, and “not cube root” at two places, and “cube
root” at one place, and so forth. And our last spoken “cube root” falls under the place,
where there is one, in front of which, on its left, there is four.
And we seek the largest number, making it possible to subtract its cube from forty-
one, and we find none larger than three. So we write it over the one, and under the
one, and under the object under the one. Then we multiply the three in the middle
[row] by itself, and we write down the result – it is nine – on its place. Then we multiply
these nine by the three under them, and that results in twenty-seven, and we subtract
twenty-seven from the forty-one above the nine. Then we multiply the nine by three,
and that becomes twenty-seven. Then we multiply the three under the nine by three,
and that is nine. Then we move the twenty-seven to the right one place, and we move
the nine in the lowest row to the right two places, and the result of the calculation is this
figure:3
1 4 0 6 3 6 2 52 7
9This introduction contains the setup of the algorithm on the dust board: four rows, R1, R2,
R3, and R4. The computation starts by counting the cube places of the given number. The
last (left) cube place and the digit to the left of it form the first period to be included in the
computations. This is N1 = 41, and the first digit of the root turns out to be a = 3. The steps
described are as follows:
– Write down the number.
– Count periods of three digits (from right to left).
[f] Find the first digit of the root and write it in the row above the number (R1) on the last
cube place (to the left),
[c1] and in two rows under the given number (the third and fourth rows, R3 and R4).
R1 ! a, R3 ! a, R4 ! a 3 a
(placed at the last cube place) 4 1 0 6 3 6 2 5 N1 = 413 a
3 a[c2] Multiply the number in the middle row by itself.R3 ! R3 R3 3 a
a! a a = a2 4 1 0 6 3 6 2 5 N1 = 419 a23 a
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the given number.R2 ! R2  R4 R3 3 a
N1 ! N1  a a2 = N1  a3 1 4 0 6 3 6 2 5 N1  a3 = 149 a23 aAfter this initial phase, in which the first digit is found and its cube subtracted from the
given number, the next stage prepares for finding the second digit of the root:
[p1] Multiply the middle row by three.R3 ! 3  R3
[p2] Multiply the lowest row by three.R4 ! 3  R4
[p3] Move the middle row one step to the
right, and the lower row two steps.
3 a1 4 0 6 3 6 2 5 N2  (10a)3 = 14063
2 7 3  (10a)29 3 10a
We have reached the first figure in Ibn T: ahir’s text. Another period of three places is now
included in the computations, so we get N2 = 41 063 (N2  (10a)3 = 14 063), and the third
and fourth rows now correspond to 3  (10a)2 and 3  (10a), respectively. And now is the time
for starting the general procedure. We start by finding the next digit in the cube root, which
is b = 4:Then we seek the largest number to write down to the right of the nine in the lowest row,
then multiply it by nine and add the result above the nine in the middle row, then mul-
tiply it by itself and add the result to what is above it in the middle row, then multiply it
by the places in the middle row, place by place, and subtract the result of the multiplica-
tion in each place from that which is above the multiplicator in the places of the number,
whose cube root we seek. And we find none larger than four.
And we write four to the right of the nine, and we also write it above the three in the
row of the number, whose cube root we seek.
Then we multiply this four by the nine, and that is thirty-six. We write the six
above the nine in the middle row, and because of the thirty we add three to the seven
in front of it, and that is ten. And we write zero on the place of the seven, and add,
because of the ten, one to the two in front of it, and on the place of the two we get
three.
Then we multiply the four by itself, and that is sixteen, and we write six above the four,
and we add, because of the ten, one to the six in front of it, and that is seven. And the
result of the computation is like this:3 4
1 4 0 6 3 6 2 53 0 7 6
9 4
In this passage, the following steps are described:
[f] Find the next digit, b, of the root.Cube root extraction in medieval mathematics 349[c1] Write the new digit in the lowest row, before (i.e., to the right of) the number. And write it
above this place in the top row (this description is taken from Ibn T: ahir’s introductory,
general description of the rule).R4 ! R4 + b 3 4 a b
1 4 0 6 3 6 2 5 N2  (10a)32 7 3  (10a)2
9 4 3 10a + bThe algebraic formula above (and the formulas which appear in the following computa-
tions concerning the second digit) refers to the values relative to the second cube place.
There are no instructions on how to find the second digit of the root, except the condi-
tion that it should be as large as possible, allowing a certain sequence of subtractions. Ibn
T: ahir finds the new digit b = 4 and writes it down in the top row and in the lowest row,
where we now find 3 10a + b = 94. He treats this row as consisting of two separate parts:
The new digit b = 4 to the right, which I will here denote by R4,r, and the rest of the row, the
left part, which I denote by R4,l, containing the number 3 a = 9; taking its place into
account (counted from the second cube place), it corresponds to the value 3 10a = 90.
[c2a] Multiply the new digit by the left part of the lowest row and add to the middle row.R3 ! R4;l  bþ R3 3 4 a b
1 4 0 6 3 6 2 5 N2  (10a)33 0 6 3  (10a)2 + 3  10a  b
9 4 3  10a + b[c2b] Multiply the new digit by itself and add to the middle row.R3 ! b b + R3 3 4 a b
1 4 0 6 3 6 2 5 N2  (10a)33 0 7 6 3  (10a)2 + 3 10a b + b2
9 4 3 10a + bThen we multiply the four in the lowest row by the last places in the middle row, and that
is twelve. And we subtract it from the fourteen above the three, and there results two
above the three. Then we also multiply the four by the seven in the middle row – it makes
twenty-eight – and we subtract it from what is above the seven. Then we also multiply the
four by the six above them – that is twenty-four – and subtract it from what is above the
multiplicator. The result of the computation is like this:3 4
1 7 5 9 6 2 5
3 0 7 69 4This means:[c3] Multiply the new digit, b, in the lowest row by the number in the middle row and subtract
from the given number.
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1 7 5 9 6 2 5 N2  (10a + b)3
3 0 7 6 3  (10a)2 + 3 10a b + b29 4 3 10a + b
The result is shown above in Ibn T: ahir’s figure. The cube (10a + b)
3 has been completed
and subtracted from the given number. The additions have been performed digit by digit,
from right to left, whereas the final subtraction was done from left to right. The procedure
is now repeated in order to obtain the third digit of the root. First, as a preparation, the
middle and lower rows are transformed:And we double the four in the lowest row on its place, and that is eight. Then we write the
same four under the eight. We multiply the lowest four by the nine in the lowest row, that
is thirty-six, and we add it to that which is above the nine in the middle row. Then we also
multiply the four by the eight above them, resulting in thirty-two, and we add it to that
which is in the middle row, above the eight. Then we add these four to the eight above
them. And then we move the middle number one place to the right and the lowest num-
ber two places to the right, and the result of the calculation is like this:3 4
1 7 5 9 6 2 53 4 6 8
1 0 2The steps described are as follows:[p1] Double the number in the lowest row (i.e., the new digit, R4,r = b).R4 ! R4;l þ 2b
[p2a] Write the number in the lowest row in a new row below.R5 ! b 3 4 a b
1 7 5 9 6 2 5 N2  (10a + b)3
3 0 7 6 3  (10a)2 + 3 10a b + b29 8 3 10a + 2b
4 b[p2] Multiply the number in the new row by the lowest row, and add to the middle row.R3 ! R5 R4 + R3 3 4 a b
1 7 5 9 6 2 5 N2  (10a + b)3
3 4 6 8 3  (10a + b)29 8 3 10a + 2b
4[p3] Add the number in the new row to the lowest row (and erase the new row).R4 ! R5 + R4 3 4 a b
R5 ! blank 1 7 5 9 6 2 5 N2  (10a + b)33 4 6 8 3  (10a + b)2
1 0 2 3  (10a + b)
[p4] Move the middle row one step right and the lowest row two steps.Cube root extraction in medieval mathematics 3513 4 a b
1 7 5 9 6 2 5 N  (100a + 10b)33 4 6 8 3  (100a + 10b)2
1 0 2 3  (100a + 10b)We note that for a short while there was a fifth, auxiliary row, R5, containing only the
new digit, b. Presumably this was done in order to arrange a “standard setup” for the mul-
tiplication by the number above b. After this, the row is erased, and we do not find any
remains in Ibn T: ahir’s figure. This temporary row is not mentioned by Ibn T: ahir in his
introductory, general formulation of the rule (possibly he did not consider this as a “proper
part” of the method).
Ibn T: ahir goes on, finding the third and last digit, c = 5 and repeating the steps c1 – c3.
Thus, he obtains 345 as the cube root of 41 063 625.
Comparing Ibn T: ahir with Jia Xian, the differences in deep structure lie mainly in the
computations involving the first digit of the root:
– In [c1], the digit a is written in the fourth row. Jia Xian describes this as a multiplication
(the fifth row, the “lower divisor,” is multiplied by a), while Ibn T: ahir’s instruction sim-
ply says that a shall be written in the fourth row.
– In [c2], the computation of the square a2 is expressed by Jia Xian as taking the product of
a and the third row. Ibn T: ahir says: “multiply this number in the middle [row] by itself.”
While these operations are performed, the same configurations will occur (except in the first
and fifth rows). The essential difference is that Jia Xian’s instructions are more general and
carry over to the computations of the following digits as well.
In the preparation phase for finding the second digit that follows, the differences are
more obvious:
– In [p1], Jia Xian adds the digit a to the fourth row (a! a + a = 2a). In [p2], the fourth
row is multiplied by a and added to the third (a2 ! a  2a + a2 = 3a2), and in [p3] the digit
a (from the fifth row) is added to the fourth row (2a! a + 2a = 3a). Ibn T: ahir multiplies
the third and fourth row by three in one single step.
Again, Jia Xian’s instructions will carry over to the following computations without alter-
ations. The configurations develop in a somewhat different manner compared to Ibn T: ahir
but when the preparation phase is complete, the final results (except in the first and fifth
row) are the same.
When the next digits of the root are computed, Ibn T: ahir’s instructions must be
modified:
– In [c1], the new digit b shall be written in the fourth row to the right of the number.
– The instruction [c2] is carried out in two steps, first adding 3 10ab and then adding b2,
whereas Jia Xian does this in one operation, adding b  (b + 3 10a). Since multiplication is
performed one digit at a time, this makes a very small difference in calculation, and the
final configurations will be the same. The following step [c3] is also the same.
– In the preparation phase for finding the third digit of the root, in [p1] Ibn T: ahir expresses
the computation performed in the fourth row, 3 10a + b! 3 10a + 2b, as “double this
number which you wrote in the lowest row” whereas Jia Xian presents it as an addition
of the digit b (multiplied by the unit in the fifth row) to the fourth row.
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in [p2] involves an auxiliary, fifth row, which is later erased. The appearance of the sec-
ond, third and fourth row is, however, the same altogether.
Kushyar ibn Labban and al-Nasawı are very close to Ibn T: ahir, but when the first digit of
the root is computed, their method is closer to that of Jia Xian. Kushyar writes [Levey and
Petruck, 1965, 100],A number is set down under it [the last cube-root place], in the lowest row, and above it
and beside in the uppermost row. We multiply it by itself and add the answer to the mid-
dle. Then we multiply the uppermost by the middle and cast it away from the amount
[the row with the given number].So far, Kushyar’s computations are the same as those of Ibn T: ahir, but the description of
the last step differs: Kushyar multiplies the number a in the first row by the third row and
subtracts from the second row, while Ibn T: ahir subtracts the product of the number a in the
fourth row and the third row.Then we double the number in its lowest place. We multiply the uppermost by the orders
of the lowest and add the answer to the middle. Then we add the uppermost to the lowest
and we shift the middle one place and the lowest by two places.Instead of Ibn T: ahir’s direct and simple tripling of the third and fourth row, Kushyar dou-
bles a to 2a in the lower row, and after that, in the manner of Jia Xian, he takes
a  2a = 2a2, adding this to the middle row to get 3a2 and finally adding a + 2a = 3a.
In surface structure, an obvious difference between the Arabic and the Chinese works lies
in the absence of the fifth row (although the fifth row makes a very brief appearance in the
work of Ibn T: ahir). The way of writing the cube root in the uppermost row, above the
“cube-root places,” is also characteristic to these and later Arabic works within this
tradition.
While the computations in these Arabic works and that of Jia Xian are much the same, the
difference in the introductory steps is very important. The Chinese algorithm is described in a
manner that is homogenous: the description covers the steps connected to the computation
of the first digit of the root as well as that of the following digits. This has important impli-
cations for the possibilities of generalization to higher roots, which is also carried through in
Jia Xian’s work. Kushyar has no indication of possible generalizations to higher roots, but
still makes use of the more complex introductory steps of Jia Xian rather than the straight
tripling of Ibn T: ahir. One cannot, however, exclude the possibility that a technique of
extracting higher roots was known in the Persian area already at this time. The matter
was studied by Abu al-Raih: an al-Bırunı(Ghazni, in present-day Afghanistan) in the first half
of the 11th century, but his work is not extant today [Kennedy, 1975, 382].
Ibn T: ahir also discusses a second method of cube root extraction, in which the middle
and lower rows are cleared while passing to computing the next digit of the root. Later
in the chapter on cube roots, he introduces the “method by zeros.” The number whose root
is extracted is written on the dust board, three or six or nine etc. zeros are written beside it,
and the cube root of the resulting integer is extracted. As an example, Ibn T: ahir takes the
cube root of 3 “with nine zeros,” extracts the cube root of 3 000 000 000, and finds it as
1 442. He finds the integral part, “the number” equal to 1, in the first place. The remainder
is converted into a sexagesimal fraction. This procedure corresponds to converting a deci-
mal fraction to a sexagesimal one. It is older than Ibn T: ahir and occurs already — in the
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Khwarizmı. It is recorded in several of the 12th-century Latin translations of his work
[Allard, 1992] and also in the book by al-Uqlıdisı from the middle of the tenth century
(see Section 4.1).
With al-Samaw’al (1172) [Rashed, 1978] and Nas: ır al-Dın al-T: usı(1265) [Saidan, 1967]
we find the sexagesimal system used as a complete positional system, also including frac-
tions in the computations. Al-Samaw’al gives a brief account on extracting the fifth root
of a fractional number in sexagesimal notation (writing from the left to the right). In this
example, six rows are used. The given number is written in the second row, and the rational
places are marked in the first and sixth rows. When the first digit a of the root has been
found, “we multiply the higher by the lower . . . and we write down the product on the sec-
ond line [counted from below],” and so forth, computing a2, a3 and a4, and finally “we sub-
tract the product of the higher by the fourth from the fifth . . .”; i.e., he subtracts a a4 = a5
from the row of the given number (this and the following quotes are from the English
translation [Rashed, 1994, 93, 94] of Rashed [1978]). Al-Samaw’al then concludes by
summarizing the following calculations: “You finish calculating the four lines which
must be noted down [in the table] once the fourteen operations have been completed.”
Here, al-Samaw’al refers to a technique he has previously mentioned: to find the fifth power
of a number. Applied to the inverse problem, extracting the fifth root, this leads to a
sequence of multiplications by the digit a and additions in a pattern that we also find in
later works by Nas: ır al-Dın al-T: usı and others [Rashed, 1978, 198–208; Chemla, 1994,
241–250]. The brief description of the algorithm might be interpreted as a sign indicat-
ing that the procedure was “frequently used by contemporary mathematicians and not
his own invention” [Rashed, 1994, 94]. Since a detailed analysis can be found in the
works by Rashed [1978] and Chemla [1994], I pass on to Nas: ır al-Dın al-T: usı, some 90 years
later.
Nasır al-Dın al-T: usı computes in his arithmetical work The Comprehensive Work on
Computation with Board and Earth (Jawami‘ al-h: isab bi al-takht wa al-turab, completed in
1265, [ed. Saidan, 1967]), the fourth root of “4 third elevates, 5 second elevates, 11 elevates,
25 wholes, 30 minutes, 40 seconds” (i.e., 4 603 + 5 602 + 11 60 + 25 + 30 601 + 40 602).
The computations are performed with the numbers written using Indian numerals in ver-
tical columns. Al-T: usı gives another example, the cube root of 40,13,2,24,40,36,57,0,19
(but the “sexagesimal point” is absent; so although the places 19, 36, and 2 are marked
as cube places during the computation, neither the number nor its cube root is fully deter-
mined), and here he writes the numbers horizontally, in rows, using the jummal notation
with letters from the Arabic alphabet designing the numbers from 1 to 9 and 10, 20, . . .
50 (and also larger numbers in other contexts). The root is found to be approximately
52,30,33.
Al-T: usı’s description of the algorithm [transl. from Saidan, 1967, 284–286] is very close
to those given earlier by Kushyar and others. There are four rows, R1 – R4: the top row in
which the cube root is written; the row with the given number, “the number whose cube
root we seek”; the row of the square; and the row of the root. When the first digit a of
the cube root has been found, it is written in the top row and below, in the row of the root.
It is referred to as “the higher” (al-fauqanı) and “the lower” (al-tah: tanı), respectively. Then,
in the third row, al-T: usı writes the product a a = a2 of “the higher” and “the lower.” When
calculating with the following digits of the cube root, “the higher” refers to the new digit in
R1, and the term “the lower” is replaced by “the row of the root,” and refers to the whole
lowest row, R4.
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two places in the row of the roots. And we multiply the higher by the lower and place
it in the row of the squares.[c1] R1 ! a, R4 ! a
[c2] R3 ! R4 a (R3 ! a a = a2)And we multiply it by that which is in the row of the squares, and subtract it from the
number, whose cube root we seek.[c3] R2 ! R2  R3 a (N1 ! N1  a2 a = N1  a3)Now, when the cube has been subtracted, it is time to prepare for the next stage:Then we add the higher to the lower, [. . .] and we multiply the higher by the result in the
lower row, and we add it to that which is in the row of the square. Then we add the
higher to the lower and move the row of the square one place and the row of the root
two places.[p1] R4 ! a + R4 a! a + a = 2a
[p2] R3 ! a R4 + R3 a2 ! a 2a + a2 = 3a2
[p3] R4 ! a + R4 2a! a + 2a = 3a
[p4] R3 moves one place, R4 two placesKushyar’s operation a! 2 a! 2a + a = 3a is now described as a! a + a! a + 2a = 3a,
so the doubling has been replaced by addition, in the same way as in Chinese mathematics
by Jia Xian and by al-Samaw’al. When iterated, the instructions of al-T: usı are the same as
above, with the following modification:And we multiply the higher by all in the row of the root, and we add it to the row of the
square.[c2] R3 ! R4 b + R3 R3 ! (3 10a + b) b + 3  (10a)2The procedure as a whole coincides completely with that of Jia Xian and with al-Samaw’al.
This approach is later also followed by Nız: am al-Dın al-Nısaburı, who describes the extrac-
tion of the cube root (and higher roots) in detail in The Solar Epistle on Arithmetic
(al-Risala al-Shamsiyya fi al-h: isab), written early in the 14th century [Morrison, 2007,
153–154]. According to al-Nısaburı [Leiden, Ms. Or. 204], the computations are written
down on paper in a table, without erasing. Erasing is performed “symbolically” by drawing
a short line under the digit to be “erased.” The new digit is written immediately below (the
manner is analogous to that used by Leonardo Pisano; see Section 4.3). Thus, the rows on
the dust board have been extended into “sections” that contain all intermediate results,
making it possible to follow the successive operations. However, the terms “row of the
root,” “row of the square,” etc. are still used. In the introduction, al-Nısaburı writes
[Morrison, 2007, 153]: “I had resolved to write for myself, and for the rest of my brethren
students, an epistle.” His remark suggests that the topics that he is to discuss belong to an
established arithmetical tradition. A similar, but more elaborate approach is carried
through by al-Kashı in The Key to Arithmetic from 1427. His technique has been analyzed
in detail by several authors [Luckey, 1948; Dakhel, 1960; Chemla, 1994], and there is no
need to dwell on this further.
As far as I know, the algorithms described so far were practised only in the areas east of
the Mediterranean. Kushyar was translated into Hebrew in Constantinople in the 15th
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Ibn T: ahir, al-Samaw’al, al-Tusı, al-Nısaburı, or al-Kashıare known.
The above examples show a well-established tradition in Persian–Arabic mathematics
treating the extraction of the cube root (and higher roots) from the 11th to the 15th century,
with very small changes from al-Samaw’al and al-T: usı to al-Kashı. The algorithms were
also very similar to those used in Chinese mathematics with minor differences mainly in
surface structure. As Chemla has pointed out, there is a strong resemblance between Jia
Xian and al-Samaw’al, and this includes al-T: usı as well. In my opinion this is not a coin-
cidence but an indication of a close scientific connection.
On the other hand, we also find techniques that are common in Arabic mathematics, but
are not found (or needed) in Chinese mathematics. Thus, the “method by zeros” has been
used since al-Khwarizmı to obtain fractional approximations of roots. It represents a tech-
nique that was known before the introduction of cube root extraction. The other prominent
feature, even older, and common in Arabic mathematics — but not in Chinese mathematics
— was the use of sexagesimal fractions. In connection with astronomy, the numbers were
written in jummal notation, from right to left. Kushyar used a sexagesimal multiplication
table, which we also find with al-Kashı. Performing multiplications using written tables
required more time to be done (as compared to the decimal system, for which the multipli-
cation table is learned by heart), and as a consequence, it should be an advantage to min-
imize the number of multiplications necessary in the extraction of the cube root.
The variation within this group of techniques is very small, even if we meet some differ-
ences within the older works (from before the 12th century), mainly concerning the compu-
tations related to the first digit and the order of addition/multiplication in the third row.
4. The algorithms in the Arabic west and in Europe
In this Section 1 will discuss five examples from the 10th to 13th century, representing the
various techniques that were used in the Arabic west and in Europe. First, we have the ear-
liest documented method of extracting cube roots in Arabic mathematics. It is found in the
work of Abu al-H: assan Ahmed ibn Ibrahım al-Uqlıdisı, written in Damascus in 952/953.
Further, we meet Ibn Mun‘im al-‘Abdarı, born in Spain and active in Marrakech in the
beginning of the 13th century. The earliest known European work explaining the extraction
of a cube root is an anonymous text, Artis cuiuslibet consummatio, from the end of the 12th
century. Leonardo Pisano (Fibonacci) treated cube roots in his Liber abbaci from 1202, but
the earliest extant treatment is his Practica Geometriae from 1220. Finally, I have chosen
Algorismus vulgaris by Johannes de Sacrobosco (early 13th century), representing the begin-
ning of a long arithmetical tradition in Europe.
The algorithms in this group differ from the Chinese–Persian algorithm mainly in the use
of memory. The root a and the remainder N  a3 are kept on the counting board, but the
triple-square, 3a2, and the triple 3a are not saved for later use (in this respect Sacrobosco’s
algorithm differs from the other four: he saves the triple 3a (but not 3a2) on the board). This
means that some rather extensive multiplications have to be performed during the root
extractions, and we meet various ways of using some of the rows on the board as a place
for a temporary configuration for multiplication.
Another common feature of the algorithms in this group is found in the completion
stage: Suppose that the first digits of the cube root have been found and the root is approx-
imated by 10a, and that the following digit is b. Then, in completing the cube (10a + b)3, the
terms 3  (10a)2 b, 3  (10a) b2, and b3 are computed and subtracted separately (but the order
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ating example: Sacrobosco subtracts (10a + b)  (3  10a) b and then, separately, b3.
The configurations on the board in this group show particularly wide variation. The cube
root may be written in the row immediately under that of the given number, or in the sec-
ond row below, or it may be composed of digits from several rows, or it may be written in
the border of the table. The rows have no fixed role to play. I cannot recognize any clear
connections between the configurations of these five examples.
Since the variation within this group of algorithms is easily seen, there is no need to carry
through a detailed analysis. Sacrobosco’s algorithm will be treated in more detail, however,
since it is separated from the others by its special use of memory.
4.1. The earliest Arabic work dealing with cube root extraction
Our first example comes from the work by al-Uqlıdisı, Book of Chapters on Hindu
Arithmetic (Kitab al-Fus: ul fıal-h: isab al-hindı). This is the earliest Arabic work dealing with
cube root extraction, which is introduced in the end of the last chapter. In the first parts of
the book al-Uqlıdisıshows how to perform the arithmetical operations on the dust board,
and later, in the last chapter, he adapts these methods to be performed on paper. The cube
root extraction however, is an exception to this rule: although it is introduced in the last
chapter, the operations are all to be performed on the dust board.
The algorithm is explained by a series of examples, and I describe one of these (from the
English translation by [Saidan, 1978, 326]), computing the cube root of 80 621 568. The first
step consists of grouping the digits in periods of three, reading “is, is not, is not . . .,” in
order to find the last cube place, in this case at the digit 0. The following calculations are
performed in three rows (for a while, a fourth, auxiliary row is used). When the first digit
of the root, a = 4, is found, it is written in the third row. Its square, a2, is written in the sec-
ond row, and a a2 = a3 is subtracted from the first row:1 6 6 2 1 5 6 8 N1  a3, where N1 = 80
1 6 a24 aSo far, the computations are the same as, for example, those of Ibn T: ahir (corresponding to
his second, third and fourth row), and the second and third rows are now shifted to the
right in the same manner. But before the shift, zeros are inserted (two zeros in the second
row, and one zero in the third row). Al-Uqlıdisı now includes the following figure:1 6 6 2 1 5 6 8 N2  (10a)3, where N2 = 80 621
1 6 0 0 (10a)24 0 10aThe next digit is found as b = 3. It is written in the third row, in the second cube place
(replacing zero), and its square b2 is written in the second row (in the second cube place
and the place to the left of it). The new digit b is multiplied by the found square (10a)2
and then by 3. The result is subtracted from the first row. Al-Uqlıdisınow gives the follow-
ing figure (he has omitted the period of three digits to the right):2 2 2 1 N2  (10a)3  3  (10a)2 b
1 6 0 9 (10a)2 + b24 3 10a + b
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(in the third row) and then by 3, and the result is subtracted from the first row. Finally we
subtract b b2 from the first row and “there remains 1114”:1 1 1 4 N2  (10a)3  3  (10a)2 b  3 10a b2  b3
1 6 0 9 (10a)2 + b24 3 10a + bThe completion and subtraction of the cube is now accomplished, so the first two digits of
the cube root have been determined. The computation now aims at preparing for the
determination of the third and last digit. The second row is erased: “We drop the middle
because we do not need it”. Then the square of the found root, i.e., (10a + b)2, is computed
and written in this empty row:1 1 1 4
1 8 4 94 3In this particular example, al-Uqlıdisı says that the multiplication 43 43 = 1849 could
be performed in the traditional manner: “if we draw forty-three under forty-three and
multiply as usual in multiplication, that will come like that.” The two factors are written
in the third row and in a new, auxiliary fourth row (which is afterward erased), and the
emerging product is written above, in the second row:1 8 4 9
4 34 3Then, finally, the two lower rows are shifted to the right as before, zeros are inserted, the
remaining three digits of the given number are inserted as well, and the third and last digit
of the cube root is determined. We obtain the root 432.
The algebraic operations that al-Uqlıdisıuses here are essentially different from those
that were used in Chinese and Persian techniques. In particular, the terms that are used
in the completion phase are computed and subtracted separately. The multiplications by
3 are performed at a later stage and are not written on the board, so the numbers (10a)2
and b2 can be written in the same row, the middle row, keeping the size of the external mem-
ory (i.e., the dust board) small.
Once the completed cube has been subtracted, the second row, containing (10a)2 + b2, is
cleared, and the term (10a + b)2 is computed from scratch, preparing for the third digit c of
the root. The preparation stage contains only a few, simple instructions, but in completing
the cube further on, there will be further, redundant computations. In this respect there is a
significant difference from the Chinese and Persian algorithms.
The configurations on the board are also quite different from those of the Chinese and
Persian algorithms. Only three rows are used, the second row is wiped out when the next
digit of the root is to be determined, and the emerging cube root is written in the third row.
4.2. The Arabic West
The earliest extant works on arithmetic from the Maghreb and Muslim Spain come from
the 12th and 13th centuries. In this period al-H: as: s: ar (12th century), Ibn al-Yasamın (d. 1204),
and Ibn Mun‘im (d. 1228) all include cube root extraction in some of their treatises.
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century. His only extant work is The Science of Arithmetic (Fıqh al-h: isab). Lamrabet
[1994, 202–205] has translated one example from this book.
The computations are written in three rows on a counting board, and the root is written
in the border. The given number N is written at the top and the digits are grouped in peri-
ods of three. We start with the cube root a of the number in the leftmost group, subtract the
cube, and write a in the border of the table.
Now, the next period of three digits will be involved in the computations. The square a2
and the number a are multiplied by 3 and the products 3a2 and 3a are written in the second
row (placed so that they correspond to the values 3  (10a)2 and 3 10a).
The second digit of the root is b. It is written in the border of the table, to the right of a.
The terms b  (3  (10a)2), b2  (3 10a) and b3 are subtracted, one at a time, from the first row.
At this point, (10a + b)3 has been subtracted.
The second row is now erased.
Then, the third and last period of three digits of the given number is included, the terms
3  (10a + b)2 and 3  (10a + b) are computed and written in the second and third rows
(corresponding to the values 3  (100a + 10b)2 and 3  (100a + 10b)), and finally the third
and last digit c of the cube root is found. The remaining terms of the completed cube
(100a + 10b + c)3 are subtracted.
The deep structure of this procedure is essentially the same as with al-Uqlıdisı. Given the
preliminary cube root a, the next digit b gives rise to three terms being subtracted sepa-
rately: b  (3  (10a)2), b2  (3  (10a)), and b3. The order of multiplication is different, though;
al-Uqlıdisı writes down the terms (10a)2 and b2 on the board, multiplies by b and 10a
respectively, and finally by 3. Ibn Mun‘im writes the terms 3  (10a)2 and 3  (10a) on the
board and then multiplies by b and b2, respectively.
The computation of the terms 3  (10a)2 and 3  (10a) might be considered a preparation
stage, since they come before finding the next digit. At this stage the configuration on
the board is quite similar to that of Kushyar ibn Labban, al-Nasawı, Ibn T: ahir, and others
from the Chinese/Persian group (except for the top row). But the essential difference is the
use of memory: Ibn Mun‘im has deleted the previous results from the second row, and the
computation of these terms will have to start from scratch.
Ibn Mun‘im treats the extraction of fifth and seventh roots as well, in these cases using
the complete expansion of the binomials (a + b)5 and (a + b)7 respectively, in the same man-
ner as for the cube root. Rashed [1996, II, 387–388] describes another, similar example of
extracting higher roots, the extraction of the fifth root of a 13-digit number by a mathe-
matician “of second class” in Kairouan, Tunisia, before the year 1241. In this case as well,
the method rests on the complete binomial expansion.
According to Lamrabet [1994, 69], Ibn al-Yasamın also based his algorithm for the
extraction of the cube root on the development (a + b)3 = a3 + 3a2b + 3ab2 + b3. In the
15th century we still find the same algorithm described by al-Qat:rawanı (working in Tunis)
[Lamrabet, 1994, 201–202].
4.3. The introduction into Europe
4.3.1. Artis cuiuslibet consummatio
The earliest known European work on cube root extraction is found in the anonymous
manuscript Artis cuiuslibet consummatio, presumably written in northern France in 1193,
edited and translated by Victor [1979, 415–423].
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N are “separated into threes” and the first digit a of the root is found. Its cube, a3, is sub-
tracted from the left period of the given number.
Then the numbers a2 and a, and below them 2a and 2a, are written on the board, and
finally the next digit b of the root (I omit the rather complicated description of their places).
Now, the following terms are subtracted (if the cube root is a two-digit number): a3 103,
b a2 102, b  a 2a 102, b 2a b 10, b2  a 10, and b2 b. This means that the cube is com-
pleted and subtracted and that N  (10a + b)3 remains. The process is rather complex
and not directly related to the binomial expansion. Maybe the author had (geometric?)
identities such as (10a + b)3 = (10a + b)  (10a)2 + b 2 10a  (10a + b) + b2  (10a + b) in
mind?
If the cube root has more than two digits, all will get considerably worse. In this case, one
should find the third digit, c, and then subtract the terms c a2 from what is above a2, then
c a 2a, c b 2a, c 2b a, c 2b a again, c b2, c b 2b, c2 a, c2 2a, c2 b, c2 2b, and finally c2 c
at appropriate places (for simplicity, I neglect the orders of magnitude here). It is not sur-
prising that the scribe missed some of these terms in his instructions.
This manuscript gives us an example of the algorithm when it was probably not yet fully
understood. It was introduced in a section on fractions in a work dealing mainly with
applied geometry, including elementary trigonometry. The treatise contains practical,
numerical examples, and it is more related in style to contemporary abbaco works than
to the later algorism tradition.
4.3.2. Leonardo Pisano
Leonardo Pisano (Fibonacci) wrote his famous work Liber abbaci in 1202, but it is today
known to us only in a revised version from 1228 [ed. Boncompagni, 1857], recently trans-
lated into English by Sigler [2002]. It is a large work, some 460 pages in the Latin edition of
Boncompagni. Cube root extraction is treated on pp. 520–526 in Siglers translation. The
same treatment is found also in his work from 1220, Practica geometriae [Hughes, 2007,
259–265]. Leonardo states in that work that he has rewritten an earlier treatment in Liber
abbaci, so his original work on cube roots was written in 1202 (but that text is not known
today).
It is worth noting that Leonardo (in Practica geometriae as well as in Liber abbaci)
claims that he himself has developed the method to obtain the cube root [Hughes, 2007,
259]: “Thinking about this definition a little more (here Leonardo refers to the rule
(a + b)3 = a3 + 3a2b + 3ab2 + b3), I found this method of finding cube roots, which I shall
explain below.” (Et cum super hanc diffinitionem diutius cogitarem, inueni hunc modum
repperiendi radices, secundum quod inferius explicabo [Boncompagni, 1862, 149].) Does
Leonardo refer to the interpolation method that follows in his treatment, or is it the com-
plete algorithm of cube extraction that he claims to have found himself? The technique that
he uses was known by the Maghreb mathematicians, and we can assume that Leonardo was
acquainted with the arithmetic from this area. Al-H: as: s: ar’s treatment of fractions, introduc-
ing the fraction bar (12th century), is used by Leonardo, to mention one example [Djebbar,
1995, 13]. But it may very well be the case that Leonardo did not know the more elaborate
techniques from Arabic mathematics; in al-H: as: s: ar’s Book of Proofs (Kitab al-Bayan) square
root extraction is treated, while cube root extraction occurs only in the larger work The
Complete Book (al-Kitab al-Kamil). Given the well-known framework of square root extrac-
tion, the generalization to the cube root should be near at hand for a skilled mathematician
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Leonardo introduces his method by a number of specific examples, which he comments
in detail. We examine the cube root of 9 876 543, his concluding example [Hughes 2007,
285]:If you wish to find the root of 9876543, separate out the first group of three digits leaving
9876. After setting this aside, its cube root of 21 is found in the usual manner, leaving a
remainder of 615. Position 21 under the third and second places, because the root of a
seven digit number has three digits. Put the remainder, 615, above 876 as shown here.6 1 5
9 8 7 6 5 4 3 N  (10a)32 1 10aThe above figure is not included in Practica Geometriae or Liber Abbaci. There we find a
larger figure, showing the configuration when almost all the computations have been per-
formed; see below. The preliminary root a = 21 and the remainder 615 are now to be taken
as inputs in the next step of the algorithm (it is quite obvious that Leonardo considers the
root extraction as an iterative process), the latter together with the remaining period 543 of
the given number, i.e., 615 543.
Leonardo now goes on with the calculations for the third and last digit of the root. His
algorithm contains the following steps, which he comments in tedious detail, digit by digit:
– Take 3a2 and write it in a line under that of the root (positioned as 3  (10a)2).
– Find next digit b and write it to the right of a. Multiply b by 3a2 and subtract the product
(3  (10a)2) b from the remainder.
– Take 3 b2. Write down the result in a second line under the first one. Multiply a by 3 b2
and subtract 3b2  (10a) from the remainder.
– Subtract the cube, b3, from the remainder.6
7 7
7 8 2
8 6 32 9 7 9
6 1 5 3 69 8 7 6 5 4 3 N  (10a)3  3  (10a)2 b  3b2 10a = 76263
2 1 4 10a + b1 3 2 3 3  (10a)2
4 8 3b2Leonardo works with four rows, but when the subtractions are done, instead of erasing, he
writes the new numbers above the old ones, so the upper row extends upward. This was also
the standard procedure used in division by Leonardo and others in later European mathe-
matics. As a consequence, the accompanying figure looks rather complicated to the modern
eye. The figure above (from Liber abbaci [Boncompagni, 1857, 383]) shows the configura-
tion before the cube b3 is subtracted. When this has been done as well, the process is com-
pleted. The root is 214 and the remainder is 76199.
Leonardo writes his computations on a board, “in which the letters are easily deleted”
[Boncompagni, 1857, 7]. His description of the board, “tabula dealbata,” suggests (as
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Lamrabet [1994, 203] and Abdeljaouad [2002, 60] describe from contemporary Arabic
mathematics in the Maghreb: A board treated with white clay, on which one writes with
ink, i.e., a “whiteboard” that was used in the same manner as the whiteboards of today.
The traditional dust board was also used in the Maghreb (Abdeljaouad [2002, 20] quotes
al-H: as: s: ar on this point); it is, however, not mentioned by Leonardo. This implies that
the memory at Leonardo’s disposal should have been larger than that of the traditional
dust board.
Leonardo’s method involves the subtraction of three separate terms, (3  (10a)2) b,
3b2 10a, and b3. In contrast to al-Uqlıdisı, Leonardo writes down the squares (10a)2
and b2, after he has multiplied them by 3, which forces him to write them on separate
lines. As a consequence, the order of the multiplications differs: Leonardo (like Ibn
Mun‘im) carries out (10a)2 ! 3  (10a)2 ! (3  (10a)2) b — al-Uqlıdisı has (10a)2 !
(10a)2 b! 3  ((10a)2 b). Leonardo computes b2 ! 3b2 ! 3b2 10a compared to b2 !
10a b2 ! 3 10a b2 (here Ibn Mun’im has 10a! 3 10a! b2  3 10a). Because of these dif-
ferences, it does not seem implausible that Leonardo may have designed his algorithm
independently.
In handling the memory, Leonardo saves only the found root and the remainder. In the
example above, the remainder, 615, and the preliminary root, a = 21, are saved on the
board, but the triple-square term, 3 a2, has to be computed from scratch.
In surface structure, the difference between Leonardo’s technique and the other proce-
dures is perhaps more obvious, not only because Leonardo avoids erasing. Subtraction is
performed upward (by writing the new results above the old ones), and the line under
the given number is used for the cube root.
4.4. The algorismus tradition
Arithmetic using the positional number system with nine (or ten) digits was introduced in
Europe in the 12th century. One of the routes started with a group of translations based on
an early work by al-Khwarizmı from the ninth century on Indian arithmetic (with some
additions from other sources). In one version, “Dixit algorizmi,” al-Khwarizmı’s work is
extant in two manuscripts, one in Cambridge and one in New York. This concerns a short
treatise dealing with the seven arithmetical operations commonly occurring in Arabic
arithmetic: addition, subtraction, doubling, halving, multiplication, division, and square
root extraction. There is also a short treatment of fractions. Close to this work we find three
groups of texts, Liber Ysagogarum Alchorismi, Liber Alchorismi, and Liber Pulueris (for
details, see Allard [1992] and Allard’s article, “The influence of Arabic mathematics in
the medieval west,” in [Rashed, 1996, II, 539–580]). In none of these works, however, do
we find cube root extraction.
The above works, based on al-Khwarizmı’s arithmetic, served as models for later works
on computation with the nine digits (and zero), commonly called “algorismus-texts”
[Folkerts and Kunitzsch, 1997, 9–10]. The most influential texts of this algorismus tradition
were written in the early 13th century: Algorismus vulgaris by Johannes de Sacrobosco and
Carmen de algorismo by Alexander de Villa Dei. Their popularity is shown by the large
number of manuscripts extant today, several hundreds. A number of translations into sev-
eral vernacular languages were also made. An early English translation of Sacrobosco from
the 15th century, The Art of Nombryng, can be found in Steele [1922]. Sacrobosco treats
numeration, addition, subtraction, halving, doubling, multiplication, division, arithmetical
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treat fractions; only integers occur.
We will discuss the algorithm for cube root extraction as presented by Sacrobosco, trans-
lated from Curtze [1897, 17–18] and Pedersen [1983, 198–201], using a numerical example
from the 1291 commentary by Petrus Philomena de Dacia [ed. Curtze, 1897, 84–87; Peder-
sen, 1983, 154–158]. The computations were performed on a board, on which intermediate
results were erased. Four rows, R1 –R4, were used (Sacrobosco refers to three rows only; the
upper row, R1, was introduced by Petrus de Dacia as an auxiliary row for temporary com-
putations). The first step is writing down the number, finding the first digit of the root and
subtracting the cube:First the figures should be counted in fours, or in places of thousands. Under the place of
the last thousand, that digit should be found, which multiplied by itself cubically
exhausts the number above it completely, or gives the closest quantity.In Petrus’s first example, the number 751 089 429 is given and written in the second row,R2.
First, the figures of the given number are counted in places of thousands. Then the cube
root should be found of the number given by the figures in the last (left) period of three,
N1 = 751. The best approximation from below to the cube root of this number is a = 9.
According to Petrus, we should write a2 = 81 in the first row, R1, above 751. Then we mul-
tiply a a2 = a3 = 729 and write it in the first row, R1, above 751 (overwriting 81). Finally,
the first row is subtracted from the second row (and after that it is erased), and Petrus gives
the following figure:2 2 0 8 9 4 2 9 N1  a3 = 22
9 a = 9Now, that the cube of the first digit is computed and subtracted, one more period with three
digits should be included in the computations, so we have N2 = 751 089. Then comes the
preparation for finding the next digit of the cube root. Sacrobosco writes:After this has been done, this digit should be tripled and the triple put under the next
third figure to the right, and the subtriple under the triple.2 2 0 8 9 4 2 9 N2  (10a)3 = 22089
2 7 3 10a9 10aThis means that we need a fourth row, under the triple, where the number a is written. It is
called “subtriple” (subtriplus). Sacrobosco now gives the following instructions in order to
get the next digit of the root:Then one should find the digit under the first figure before the triple, which, together with
the subtriple, multiplied by the triple, and then, without the subtriple multiplied by the
product, exhausts all above the triple, then multiplied cubically with itself exhausts all
above itself or is the closest in quantity.Here Sacrobosco tries to describe a sequence of algebraic operations in words (in the
absence of a formal language). His description has been characterized as “virtually unintel-
ligible without a concrete example” [Grant, 1974, 101] so I carry on with Petrus de Dacia.
He tries b = 1:
– This number, together with the subtriple makes 10a + b = 91.
– This should be multiplied by the triple: 3 10a  (10a + b) = 270 91 = 24 570.
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triple, in the standard manner for multiplication:2 2 0 8 9 4 2 9
2 79 1The product is written in the first row:2 4 5 7 3 10a  (10a + b)
2 2 0 8 9 4 2 9 N2  (10a)3 = 220892 7
9 1– This number “without the subtriple” (i.e., b) should be multiplied by the product:
b 3 10a  (10a + b) = 1  24570 = 24570.– The result should be subtracted from the second row.
– The cube b3 should be subtracted from the second row as well.
In this particular example, Petrus notes that subtraction is not possible; the chosen number,
b = 1, has turned out to be too large. Consequently, he takes b = 0, so in this case the second
row remains unchanged (and the first row is erased). Then the next stage in the computa-
tion is prepared:When this is done, this digit should be tripled again, and the triple be put under the next
third figure as before, and its subtriple under it. The first triple should be placed in front,
with its subtriple (moved) by two places.This means that 3 b should be written in the row of the triple, R3, three places to the right
(i.e., at the second place from the left), and b should be written under it. Then the triple (27)
and the subtriple (9) should be moved two steps to the right:2 2 0 8 9 4 2 9 N  (100a + 10b)3 = 22 089429
2 7 0 3  (100a + 10b)9 0 100a + 10bThe procedure is now repeated, in order to find the third and last digit, c = 9. After the
multiplication 3  (100a + 10b)  (100a + 10b + c) and the final multiplication by c have been
performed, Petrus gives the figure2 2 0 8 8 7 c  (3  (100a + 10b)  (100a + 10b + c))
2 2 0 8 9 4 2 9 N  (100a + 10b)32 7 0 9 3  (100a + 10b),c
9 0 100a + 10bAfter the subtraction, the remainder is 729, and since the last digit, c = 9, gives the number
729 when cubed, nothing remains from the given number when this is subtracted, which
means that 909 is the cube root. We note that Petrus does not write the “full” root, 909,
in the fourth row. The new digit, c = 9, is “lifted” to the third row, where there was an
empty space. We have also met this kind of construction of the rows with Leonardo Pisano,
in his case when the subtractions were performed.
The difference between this algorithm and the other early European ones lies in the use
of memory. The triple 3a is not deleted but is saved to be used in the computation of the
next digits. Hence the multiplications become somewhat simpler: (3 10a)  (10a + b), multi-
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3b2 10a separately and subtracts them one at a time).
There is no claim of originality, neither in Algorismus vulgaris nor in Carmen de algo-
rismo. I have, however, not found this method earlier in Arabic or European mathematics.
The authors were active in France and this particular technique might have its origin there,
even if the source is not known today. But it might as well originate in Muslim Spain or in
the Maghreb. Unfortunately, I know very little about the mathematics in this area before
the 13th century.
Through the many translations of these two works, this method became much used in
medieval European mathematics. The terms triplatus and subtriplus, specific for the algo-
rithm, occur over and over again in various texts. Pacioli, in the end of the 15th century
still used this technique in his Summa de arithmetica [Pacioli, 1494, 46v–47r].
5. Conclusion
In this study, two distinct groups of algorithms for the extraction of cube roots in
Chinese, Arabic, and medieval European mathematics have emerged, differing in particular
in their use of memory. This result has been earlier obtained by somewhat different meth-
ods by Luckey [1948] and Chemla [1994]. One of the groups contains the Chinese methods
together with the techniques employed by Kushyar ibn Labban, al-Nasawı, Ibn T: ahir, and
later mathematicians in the eastern Arabic area. The other group is found in works from
the western parts and from medieval Europe, showing a large variation in details but as
a whole clearly distinct from the former group.
Chemla [1994, 237] sees in the similarities within the first group “a manifestation of a
direct scientific link between Persia and China.” This study, showing the strong coherence
of the algebraic operations as well as the use of memory among the Chinese–Persian meth-
ods, which contrasts with the considerable variation in the techniques used in other regions,
strongly supports her thesis. There is a strong continuity back in history to the Nine
Chapters, in particular in the use of memory, and I think it is quite obvious that the origin
of these methods lies in ancient China. During the 11th century the cube root algorithm was
perfected by Jia Xian in China at the same time as it emerged in a structurally similar form
in the eastern parts of the Arabic realm. In the 13th century, the description by Nas: ır al-Dın
al-T: usı(1265) was almost identical with that of Jia Xian, as quoted by Yang Hui in 1261.
This does not imply that the final developments in the 11th century and later took place
exclusively in China (or in the Arabic world). The nature of the interplay between Chinese
and Arabic mathematics, or the possible influence of one on the other, is unfortunately not
clear. (Martzloff [2006, 247] conjectures a loan from the Islamic world, referring to al-
Samaw’al, but in my opinion this neglects the Chinese developments starting with the Nine
Chapters. Martzloff’s book is a good general reference for Chinese mathematics; numerical
computations are treated in Chapter 14.)
The use of sexagesimal fractions and the “method by zeros” is found in Europe as well as
in Arabic mathematics. These techniques were established in Arabic mathematics very early
— more than 100 years before al-Uqlıdisı and almost 200 years before Kushyar ibn
Labban. In Arabic mathematics the sexagesimal computations and the “method by zeros”
became well integrated with the techniques for cube root extraction.
Why did the Chinese–Persian cube root extraction algorithm not get the same general
distribution, spreading into the western Arabic realm, as the other group of algorithms,
starting with that of al-Uqlıdisı? There was, maybe, little need for this complex algorithm,
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too large, the methods that were used by al-Uqlıdisı and others in the western areas were
easier to grasp and apply. It is possible that the need for computationally effective
algorithms was more urgent in mathematical astronomy (using sexagesimal numbers),
and astronomical activity in the Middle East (Iraq, Syria, Egypt) was rather low in the
11th century and later, compared to that in Persia and Central Asia (judging by the figure
in [Kennedy, 1956, 461]). Gersonides (14th century France) was an exception in this respect,
working in astronomy as well as mathematics, and like the Persian mathematicians he also
mastered long computations with sexagesimal fractions (Gersonides determines the cube
root of 654 321 to be 86;48,55,34,16 [Lange, 1909, 115–121]).
The group of algorithms discussed in Section 4 includes methods and techniques devel-
oped in the central and western parts of the Arabic realm and in medieval Europe. They
differ from the first group in deep structure, in my opinion mainly in that they use memory
in a less efficient manner by not saving intermediate results (namely, the terms 3a2 and 3a).
The algebraic operations are also different: when completing and subtracting the cube,
three terms are subtracted separately, corresponding to what Luckey called “the complete
binomial theorem.” There is, however, considerable variation within this group, in partic-
ular in surface structure.
Cube root extraction seems to have been a well-known procedure in western Arabic as
well as in European mathematics, at least from the 13th century onward. But the large var-
iation in details gives the impression that it was not a standard technique like square root
extraction but an extension of this technique, probably by applying the cubic case of the
binomial theorem, which may have been found independently in several places. Leonardo
Pisano claimed to have developed his method by himself, to mention one example.
It is my impression that there is a more uniform procedure in the algorismus texts from
Sacrobosco and Alexander de Villa Dei onwards, distinct by the use of memory and by
somewhat different algebraic procedures. It is not yet possible to decide whether that spe-
cific algorithm was developed in Latin Europe (presumably France) or if it was introduced
from al-Andalus or the Maghreb.
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